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Interaction of trailing vortices in the wake of a wall-mounted rectangular cylinder
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Numerical simulations are performed to investigate three-dimensional unsteady vortex-vortex and vortex-
surface interactions in the near field of a wall-mounted rectangular cylinder placed inside a channel. The
generation mechanism of the upstream and the trailing vortices from the topologically important critical points
and their near-wall evolution pattern have been examined in detail. In the upstream region, a laminar necklace
vortex system formed around the junction between the rectangular block~cylinder! and the flat channel floor.
A sequence of streamwise vortical rollers dominated the downstream interaction region, and they exhibited
strong unsteady vortex-surface interaction. Streamwise vortices which formed upstream of the obstacle exhib-
ited quadrupole structure with the dominant pair being central downwash, whereas those lifting the flow behind
the obstacle were of predominantly central upwash. Notably, at some downstream location, the near-wall wake
structure was observed to locally disappear due to mutual interaction and annihilation by opposite strength
vortices on either side of the wake centerline. During the entire course of unsteady flow evolution, such a
disappearance of the wake remained closely associated with local contraction of the limiting streamlines on the
channel floor, the development of a pair of topologically important floor critical points~saddles!, and the
presence of a near-wall node on the vertical symmetry plane. The dominance of inward transverse flow toward
these saddles together with flow evolution from the downstream node on the vertical symmetry plane were
found to be particularly responsible for facilitating the local interaction of various vortices of opposite strength,
leading to significant vorticity cancellation in the region. Moreover, the basic source of the wake vortices and
their nature of evolution behind the cylinder were also investigated here, and they were found to be funda-
mentally different from what one usually observes in the near-wake of a transverse jet. However, the growth of
a pair of vertically lifting vortices from the spiraling shear layer nodes just behind the downstream edge of the
cylinder base was detected in this flow configuration also.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.056303 PACS number~s!: 47.15.Ki, 47.27.Vf, 47.32.Cc, 47.32.Ff
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the complex three-dimensional unste
vortex interactions around surface mounted obstacles
subject of considerable interest. Such flow situations are
quently encountered in our practical life, starting from atm
spheric flows and flow over protuberances on aircraft
cooling of computer chips on a circuit board, depending
the shape and size of the obstacle. Upon encountering
adverse pressure hill generated by the presence of the
stacle, there takes place local reversal of the boundary l
fluid, which creates a separation region ahead of the obst
The accumulated upstream boundary layer vortices, in
presence of continued spanwise pressure gradient along
lateral sides of the obstacle, form a U-shaped horseshoe
tex system around the body~e.g., Baker@1#, Mason and
Sykes@2#, Hunt and Snyder@3#, Thomas@4#, and Sealet al.
@5#!, with its two arms extending downstream. The obser
tions made by Baker@1#, Thomas@4#, and Sealet al. @5#
further reveal that the developed horseshoe vortex can
steady or unsteady depending on the Reynolds number
thickness of the boundary layer, and the base width of
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body. Even in fully developed turbulent boundary laye
such a vortex structure survives~Seal and Smith@6#!. Trail-
ing vortices with different senses of orientation~i.e., vortices
with positive or negative sign! are a common feature of th
wakes behind different surface-mounted obstacles. Howe
details of the streamwise interaction and the structural e
lution of the unsteady near-wall wake vortices behind a w
mounted obstacle, and particularly the phenomenon of lo
disappearance of the wake due to vorticity cross cancella
~i.e., due to close interaction between vortices of a particu
strength issuing from one side of the cylinder and those
opposite strength issuing from the other side!, remain poorly
addressed. Previous investigations of the wakes of bo
generating upstream horseshoe vortices indicate the e
tence of nested pairs of trailing vortices~e.g., Hunt and Sny-
der @3# and Mason and Morton@7#! of opposite strength in
the far wake. The common belief was that the domin
wake vortices which remain present behind the wa
mounted obstacles are the streamwise extension of the
arms of the upstream horseshoe vortices. However, obse
tions made by Mason and Morton@7# suggest that, among
the downstream extended streamwise wall vortices see
the wake, only the outermost vortices are actually the ext
sion of the trailing edges of the upstream horseshoe vor
and they are relatively weak. The stronger core vortices
observed by them behind a wall-mounted obstacle are c
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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SAU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056303 ~2003!
sidered to be the product of the inner wake, and the natur
their dynamics is directly influenced by the obstacle sha
The findings of Mason and Morton@7# further revealed tha
the inner wake behind surface-mounted obstacles consis
pairs of opposite sign streamwise vortices, which disp
their close interaction with the existing boundary layer v
tices and the subsequent complex process of vorticity c
cancellation at a downstream location.

One important consequence of the cross cancellation
streamwise vortices is the local disappearance of the w
However, until today there exists very little work on th
topic, and much less is known about the mechanism lead
to the wake disappearance. The phenomenon of vorti
cancellation usually takes place in the near wake of the
stacles. The local acceleration and deceleration of the flo
the wake facilitates the wake disappearance due to vort
cross cancellation. The physical reason behind the wake
appearance is that in accelerating flows the opposite sig
vorticity on each side of the wake, which normally diffus
outward, gets confined and distorted by the mean flow.
process of vorticity cancellation always remains associa
with local flow acceleration and convergence of the me
streamlines in the near-wake region. In addition to the an
sis and measurements as provided by Keffer@8# and Elliott
and Townsend@9# indicating the effect of converging or di
verging streamlines on wake disappearance, the recent t
retical work on the topic by Hunt and Eames@10# under-
scores the need for computing such complex flows to s
further light on the governing physical process.

The control and modification of aerodynamic bounda
layers with the help of the dynamics of trailing vortices,
produced by using simple vortex generators, have been
dressed by Cooket al. @11# and by Jenkinset al. @12#. The
extended trailing vortices observed in these studies are
seen to originate from the wake and they are not extens
of the upstream vortices. These trailing vortices are part
larly effective in providing the necessary lift to aerodynam
bodies. However, the source of inception of the vortices
not been addressed properly. Moreover, here it may be
propriate to mention that vortex generators are also be
used for producing suitable streamwise vortices that can
fectively enhance mixing in combustion~e.g., Zamanet al.
@13#, Zaman@14#, and Sau@15,16#!. The vortices originating
behind the tabs~small protrusions into the flow! are gener-
ated due to uneven flow acceleration as caused by skewin
the local pressure gradient. Formation of unsteady horse
vortices upstream of a jet in a cross flow has been obse
by Kelso and Smits@17# among others. In a recently con
ducted DNS study Sauet al. @18# investigated the near-field
behavior of a jet in a cross flow and observed that the
steady characteristics of the upstream horseshoe vortex
tem are directly transmitted into the jet near wake, leading
its asymmetric and unsteady growth. However, none of
far-wake vortices found around the jet in a cross flow w
extended tails of the upstream vortices. In fact, they or
nated from the cross-flow wall boundary layer~e.g., Fric and
Roshko@19# and Kelsoet al. @20#!. It is particularly in the
context of finding the topological source and investigat
the downstream dynamics and interaction of the streamw
05630
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shear layer vortices that the present investigation was in
ated. A carefully resolved near-wall wake structure reve
here the involved process of spontaneous generation of
steady streamwise wake vortices and their local disapp
ance due to vorticity cross cancellation. These streamw
vortices effectively modify the wake structure and enhan
the lateral transport of longitudinal momentum from t
outer stream to the wall boundary layer, which in turn acc
mulate a large increase in drag behind the obstacle. In v
of the important roles played by the dynamics of su
streamwise wake vortices in many practical applications
their presence in almost every walk of life, a detailed n
merical investigation of the topic, including the evolution
the streamwise vortices through various topologically imp
tant critical points, the changing nature of their dynami
local disappearance, and the related organized interac
mechanism, is intended to be presented here.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

Direct numerical simulations were conducted to inves
gate the vortex-vortex and vortex-wall interactions in t
wake of a wall-mounted square cylinder~rectangular block!
placed inside a channel. The square sectioned cylinder
placed symmetrically with respect to the horizontal width
the channel. We consider an orthogonal Cartesian coordi
system with origin at the center of the cylinder base~Fig. 1!.
Thex andy axes are directed along and perpendicular to
upstream flow, respectively, coinciding with the axes of sy
metry of the cylinder section at its base, whereas thez axis is
directed along the axis of the cylinder. The nondimensio
lengths of the channel in different directions, when norm
ized with respect to the width of the cylinder, are taken
follows. Since fully developed flow profiles are used at t
inlet section, the upstream length 4d of the channel ahead o
the cylinder base is assumed to be long enough to facili
natural growth of the upstream wall boundary layer. The v
tical ~along thez direction! and the horizontal~along they
direction! lengths of a section of the channel with respect
the cylinder widthd have dimensions 6d and 8d, respec-
tively. In order to capture the detailed three-dimensio
~3D! vortex interaction process associated with the flow,
growth of fully developed boundary layers on the chan
wall is essential. Moreover, the length 19d taken downstream
of the cylinder is assumed to be long enough for the flow

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the flow configuration.
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INTERACTION OF TRAILING VORTICES IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056303 ~2003!
develop freely and without any influence of the downstre
exit condition. In the present study simulations were p
formed for three different values of the Reynolds numb
namely, Re5225, 300, and 500, based on the cylinder wid
and the incoming average channel inlet velocity. The non
mensional height of the cylinder was chosen to beH51.7. A
total of 143105 well refined uniform control volumes wer
used to discretize the domain, so that every detail of the
shear layer interaction process involved could be capture

III. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The predictions for three-dimensional unsteady vortex
teractions around a wall-mounted square sectioned cylin
were obtained by numerically solving the following nond
mensional incompressible equations of continuity and m
mentum:

D[¹I •uI 50, ~1!

uI t1uI •¹uI 52¹I p1
1

Re
¹2uI . ~2!

In the equations above, all lengths have been made
mensionless with respect to the widthd of the square cylin-
der, the velocities are normalized with respect to the aver
incoming velocityU at the channel inlet, and the pressu
with respect torU2. The Reynolds number is defined a
Re5Ud/n, wheren is the kinematic viscosity,r is the fluid
density, and¹I is the spatial gradient operator.

Boundary conditions

On the solid surfaces, the no-slip wall boundary con
tions u5v5w50 were used in the present study. The
quirement that there can be no tangential velocity compon
is responsible for the generation of vortices at the wall a
the development of the viscous wall boundary layer.

A zero gradient outflow condition was implemented at t
downstream end of the channel, i.e., at the exit we use

]u

]x
5

]v
]x

5
]w

]x
50.

At the inlet section of the channel we use the followi
fully developed axial inlet velocity profile~White @21#!
uinlet5@u(y,z),0,0# to yield a mean velocityU51:

u~y,z!5
48

ap3 b~y,z!,

a512
256

p5 (
i 51,3,5,...

`
tanh~3dj!

i 5 ,

b~y,z!5 (
i 51,3,5,...

`

~21!~ i 21!/2S 12
cosh~zj!

cosh~3dj! D cos~yj!

i 3 ,
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The implementation of such fully developed inlet profil
allowed us to shorten the length of the computational dom
upstream of the cylinder without affecting the natural grow
of the fully developed surface boundary layers. The ot
velocity components at the inlet are set to zero, so that
possible swirling at the inlet is ignored.

IV. NUMERICAL METHOD

A primitive variable based finite volume method was e
ployed here to solve the set of equations~1!,~2! together with
the boundary conditions mentioned above, on a hi
resolution uniform staggered grid system. In order to d
cretize Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the computational domain was d
vided into a set of staggered Cartesian cells with veloc
componentsu, v, w defined at the arithmetic centers of th
cell faces, facing toward the corresponding axial directio
while the pressure and viscosity were defined at the cen
of the cells. The numerical method employed here is ba
on the marker-and-cell finite difference method as provid
by Harlow and Welch@22#, and uses second-order accura
central difference schemes in discretizations of the mass
servation equation and the pressure gradient terms. In
highly convection dominated flow addressed here, the c
vective terms in the momentum equations, in the interior
the computational domain, are discretized by using a th
order accurate upwind scheme, while the viscous terms
discretized by using a fourth-order accurate central diff
ence scheme. In addition to the successful use of the sch
by a number of investigators, recent findings by Sau@15,16#,
Penget al. @23#, and Chianget al. @24# revealed the reliabil-
ity, stability, and accuracy of the method, which essentia
prevents the occurrence of pressure oscillations in the c
figuration. For example, fori>3 (i 51 being the solid wall!
the spatial derivatives in convective and viscous terms
approximated as below.

For ui , j ,k>0, we used

u
]u

]x
5ui , j ,k

ui 22,j ,k26ui 21,j ,k13ui , j ,k12ui 11,j ,k

6dx

and forui , j ,k,0 we used

u
]u

]x
52ui , j ,k

ui 12,j ,k26ui 11,j ,k13ui , j ,k12ui 21,j ,k

6dx
,

and the second-order derivative in the diffusion term w
approximated by

]2u

]x2 5
2ui 22,j ,k116ui 21,j ,k230ui , j ,k116ui 11,j ,k2ui 12,j ,k

12~dx!2 .

The above numerical scheme produced time accurate
sults which are quite consistent with the existing compu
tional findings of Mason and Morton@7# and the topological
sketch of the flow as provided by Huntet al. @25#. A smooth
3-3
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FIG. 2. Flow evolution pattern
on the vertical symmetry plane
(y50) at t520, Re5300.
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flow transition was also observed at the outflow boundary
the neighborhood of the wall boundaries, when the flow
directed away from the wall, for the discretization of th
first-order derivative in the convection terms the third-ord
upwind method was replaced by the second-order central
ference method instead of using the first-order upw
method. For example, fori 52 (i 51 being the solid wall!
we used a second-order accurate central difference sch
i.e., for ui , j ,k>0, we used

u
]u

]x
5ui , j ,k

ui 11,j ,k2ui 21,j ,k

2dx

and forui , j ,k,0 we used

u
]u

]x
52ui , j ,k

ui 21,j ,k2ui 11,j ,k

2dx
,

and the second-order derivative in the diffusion term w
approximated by

]2u

]x2 5
ui 21,j ,k22ui , j ,k1ui 11,j ,k

~dx!2 .

An explicit computational scheme was used to evalu
most of the terms in the momentum equations, while
coupling between pressure and velocities was implicit. T
semi-implicit formulation was then solved with success
over-relaxation to accelerate convergence. In the recent
the above mentioned numerical scheme has been used
cessfully by several investigators to solve various fluid d
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namic problems. For example, among others, recently
@15,16#, Sauet al. @18#, Penget al. @23#, Chianget al. @24#,
and Wissink@26# have successfully implemented the soluti
algorithm and the numerical scheme to study the onse
unsteady 3D flow development through different comp
geometries. To be sure about the correct choice of the c
putational scheme, we ran a series of test cases with diffe
fourth-order and seventh-order~Wissink @26#! accurate up-
wind schemes; however, the present method was observe
be efficient enough in accurately predicting the associa
flow phenomena that are reported in the literature.

In the computation, velocity components were first a
vanced explicitly using the previous state of the flow, havi
calculated the accelerations caused by convection, diffus
and pressure gradients through a time stepdt. The solution
was then advanced in time using a semi-implicit scheme
is formally second-order accurate. While advancingt, the
time step dt was so chosen that it always satisfied t
Courant-Friedricks-Lewey~CFL! stability criteria. Then the
adjustment of pressure and velocity was done by an itera
process in order to ensure mass conservation in each
This iterative correction of the velocity field through the im
plicit continuity equation is equivalent to the solution of th
Poisson equation of pressure. The iterative process was
peated until the sum ofD values for all cells became les
than 1024. Computations were carried out on a paralleliz
system of Pentium 1900 MHz processors, in a domain wit
spatial resolution of 2443101371 grid points. In addition to
the main production runs for which results are presen
here, several short simulations were conducted to exam
the necessity of using different higher order discretizat
-
r-
FIG. 3. Instantaneous stream
lines showing the horseshoe vo
tex formation att520, Re5300.
3-4
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FIG. 4. Near-wall streamline
pattern indicating the arrangemen
of critical points on the channe
floor at t520.0, Re5300.
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schemes for the convective terms in order to be sure a
the accuracy of the presented results. It may be noted
each simulation performed here took about 2000 h of C
time in the above mentioned computer system. Furtherm
a grid sensitivity study was performed at various stages
the computation to verify the quantitative accuracy of t
results presented, and the optimum grid resolution was u
To preserve the essence of the realistic nature of the flow
performed very extensive and careful flow simulations in
full domain of the physical problem.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In a recent work, Sauet al. @18# investigated various
sources of vortices observed in the near field of a square
in a cross flow, and it was verified that the vortices origin
either from the cross-flow channel floor or from the jet sh
layer. The vortices that originate from the channel floor sh
05630
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layer~see also Fric and Roshko@19#! subsequently spiral and
lift themselves away from the cross-flow wall to join th
main stream. Such vortices are often termed upright vortic
The present investigation exploring vortex interaction arou
a wall-mounted square cylinder was initiated with the vie
of examining the fundamental differences in the generat
mechanisms of the vortices in the two systems and th
downstream interaction processes. The downstream vor
vortex and vortex-surface interaction patterns in the pres
flow configuration and the associated process of diffus
annihilation of vortices by vortices of the opposite sense,
generated from the flat wall boundary layer, however,
peared to be interesting. The primary effect of such an
stacle is to create disturbance pressure around the cylin
which slows down fluid directly approaching the body, a
accelerates it laterally either over or around the body. Her
has been shown that the generated vortices issuing upst
or from the cylinder surface are subsequently entrained
l

FIG. 5. Surface flow topology

on the cylinder and on the channe
floor at t514, Re5300.
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SAU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056303 ~2003!
the downstream flow along with the boundary layer vortic
and are subject to inertial turning and stretching.

A. Horseshoe vortex formation and topology
of flow separation

Figure 2 demonstrates the representative symmetry p
flow behavior and indicates the formation of the upstre
horseshoe vortex around the cylinder-plate junction at
520. The Reynolds number of the approaching flow w
respect to the average velocity at the channel inlet and
cylinder width is 300. The instantaneous streamlines as
picted in Fig. 3 reveal the two-loop structure of the hors
shoe vortex, with their tails extending over the downstre
floor boundary layer. Here we may mention that in the c
of a jet in a cross flow with the base section of the cylind
being used as the flush-mounted jet orifice, the jet mom
tum together with upstream and the vertically upward fl
evolution from a symmetry plane node situated immediat
behind the jet essentially helped to entrain the tails of
horseshoe vortex~Sauet al. @18#, Kelsoet al. @20#, and Yuan
et al. @27#! upward along the lee side of the jet. The count
rotating vortex pair~Sau et al. @18# and Kelsoet al. @20#!
which remains active in the downstream jet region provid
further lift in entraining the horseshoe vortex tails. Figure
displays the near-wall topological flow evolution patte
around the cylinder through various critical points, facilita
ing the growth of the horseshoe vortices. Notably, besi
the presence of the upstream saddle~Fig. 4! on the channel
floor and the node~Fig. 2! on the vertical symmetry plan
y50, the flow topology in Fig. 4 reveals the formation
two spiraling foci immediately behind the cylinder base, a
the formation of two symmetrically placed downstrea
saddles nearx54. It may further be noted from Fig. 4 tha

FIG. 6. Complete view of surface flow topology over the cyli
der att514, Re5300.
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there appears local contraction of the downstream wake
convergence of the upstream limiting streamlines arounx
54. This local contraction of the wake, as will be show
later, remains implicitly associated with significant vortici
cancellation in the region and therefore suggests poss
wake disappearance. Notably, at Re5300, the observed
slight temporal variation of the location of the horsesh
vortex centers on the vertical plane of symmetry~Fig. 2! and
the small spatial shifting with time of the topological critic
points ~e.g., Fig. 4! situated near the cylinder base sugg
that near the upstream part of the body the vortices m
tained a quasisteady state during their temporal evolution
fact, during time evolution the entire topological arrang
ment of the critical points~e.g., Figs. 4–6! as a whole re-
mained invariant. However, while approaching the dow
stream side of the obstacle the vortices exhi
predominantly unsteady characteristics~e.g., Fig. 9 below!.
On the other hand, as will be shown later, with the incre
in Reynolds number, not only did the locations of the hor
shoe vortex centers on the symmetry plane (y50) move
away ~upstream! from the obstacle, but the existence of th

FIG. 7. ~Color! Evolution of fluid particles issuing from topo
logical singular points att514, Re5300.
3-6
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FIG. 8. Streamline pattern on
different vertical transverse~x!
planes for Re5300 att520.
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second horseshoe vortex became more clear and there
peared significant distortion of the downstream floor top
ogy. Notably, on the plane of symmetry, the streamlines~Fig.
2! indicate that the lee separation for the flow is charac
ized by a spiral mode with downwash remote from the bo
~see also Mason and Morton@7#!. Moreover, the separatio
structure on the downstream surface of the cylinder cons
of an attachment line~for instance, see the topological flo
evolution pattern in Fig. 6!, with attached streamlines orig
nating from a downstream spiral node, which is a sour
Streamlines through the top of the cylinder end in a sp
mode, and the shedded rear separation bubble grad
moves downstream with time. During the entire course
flow evolution, the presence of the downstream spiral n
was always experienced slightly above the flat boundary~as
indicated by Fig. 2! and it exhibited slight unsteady back
and-forth streamwise motion. A similar downstream symm
try plane node formation was observed to take place~e.g.,
Sauet al. @18# and Kelsoet al. @20#! even behind a jet in a
cross flow. The height of the node from the flat wall and
distance from the downstream edge of the obstacle, howe
continued to vary slowly with time. Such unsteady effe
05630
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will later be shown to intensify gradually with an increase
Reynolds number. It is important to note that the compu
symmetry plane flow topology~Fig. 2! remained very much
consistent with the previous predictions as made by H
et al. @25#. Another important observation worth mentionin
here is that the presence of the downstream node ony50
obstructs the formation of a closed symmetry plane sep
tion bubble in the wake of a wall-mounted obstacle. Notab
such findings remain quite consistent with the observati
reported by Huntet al. @25# and by Counihanet al. @28#.

In order to better represent the complete thre
dimensional flow development process through all the ex
ing critical points on and around the cylinder, a combin
view of the topological flow evolution~at Re5300 andt
514) over the channel floor and the cylinder surface h
been explicitly provided in Figs. 5 and 6. The floor bounda
layer while approaching the cylinder is seen to separate
the form of two distinct horseshoe vortices. The oncom
fluid moves both downward and upward from a node~Fig. 5!
on the upstream cylinder surface and separates from the
and the lateral~cylinder! surfaces. The streamline pattern o
the vertical symmetry plane~Fig. 2! clearly supports such a
3-7
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FIG. 9. Flow evolution pattern
through different vertical trans-
verse~x! planes for Re5300 at t
520.0.
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fluid motion on the upstream and the downstream surface
the cylinder. The separated flow from the top moves dow
stream, but the presence of a node~Fig. 2! on the vertical
symmetry plane does not allow any downstream flow re
tachment to the channel floor. Notably, the flow topology
the front surface~as viewed from Fig. 1! of the cylinder
reveals the formation~Fig. 5! of a pair of spiraling nodes an
a saddle between the nodes. The major flow separation f
the front surface takes place in the form of spiraling vorti
flows around two clearly defined vortical corelines issui
out of these two spiraling nodes, one of which is situa
close to the bottom of the cylinder, while the other one for
near the front top corner. Vortices originating from the s
raling nodes on the front~lateral! cylinder surface are ex
pected to extend far downstream and contribute stream
vortices to the developing wake. The flow developed at t
Reynolds number, however, appears symmetric with res
to the vertical central plane (y50) passing through the cyl
inder axis, and a similar flow separation process with
same topological signature is also observed through the
surface of the cylinder. A complete picture of the topologic
flow evolution pattern over the cylinder surfaces is presen
05630
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in Fig. 6. The left and right wings of the picture reveal th
flow topology on the two lateral~front and the rear! sides of
the cylinder, which are indeed symmetric. The top and b
tom parts represent the flow topology on the upstream
downstream surfaces of the cylinder, while the central squ
section represents topological flow evolution over the
surface of the cylinder. Notably, with increased Reyno
number the separation line on the top of the cylinder con
ues to move upstream, toward the top leading edge. In a
tion, a combined view of the representative symmetry pla
flow behavior ~e.g., Fig. 2! and the flow topology on the
downstream surface of the cylinder~Fig. 6! reveals that the
upstream moving fluid~Fig. 2! originating from the spiral
node ~which is a source! that formed slightly behind the
cylinder reattaches to the downstream surface of the cylin
and the reattaching fluid does not originate from upstrea
Such findings remain quite consistent with the previous p
dictions made by Mason and Morton@7#. Moreover, here it is
important to note that the computedsurface flow topology, as
revealed by Figs. 5 and 6, appears to satisfy the follow
topological constraint@involving nodes~N!, half nodes (N8),
saddles~S!, and half saddles (S8)] of Hunt et al. @25#:
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FIG. 10. Contours of stream
wise (vx) vorticity on differentx
planes for Re5300 att520.
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with n51, in the presence of seven nodes, one half node
saddles, and three half saddles~in the surface flow topology!.

Figure 7 demonstrates the important three-dimensio
evolution details of the fluid particles~streamlines! issuing
directly from four topological nodes that form on the tw
lateral surface shear layers of the cylinder~Figs. 5 and 6! and
the two recirculating foci~Fig. 4! which develop on the floor
boundary layer immediately behind the base of the cylind
The blue and the red colored streamlines, upon issuing f
two pairs of symmetrically placed bottom and top nodes
the two lateral surfaces of the cylinder, are seen~Fig. 7! to
move downstream while spiraling around their vortical co
lines. On the other hand, the green and the cyan~sky-blue!
colored streamlines~Fig. 7! constitute a pair of upright vor
tices, which originate from the two tornadolike critical poin
~spiraling foci! that develop on the channel floor shear lay
immediately behind the cylinder base~Fig. 4!. The vortices
subsequently leave the channel floor vertically and m
downstream while spiraling around their corelines. The i
portant issues that may be noted here is that the stream
05630
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~Fig. 7! issuing from these symmetrically placed nodes co
stitute vortices of opposite strength, and due to the develo
strong transverse pressure gradient these vortices~of oppo-
site strength! come closer at a downstream location, leadi
to significant local contraction of the wake~Fig. 7!. As these
opposite strength vortices of different generic origin inter
with each other, there appear significant vorticity cance
tion at some downstream location, leading to considera
shrinking and disappearance of the near-wall wake. At t
point we would like to mention that the streamlines issui
from the topological critical points, as presented in Fig.
appear as an envelope around the downstream wake
other separated fluid particles issuing from the sharp edge
the cylinder are observed to fall, more or less, within t
three-dimensional wake structure presented in Fig. 7. Ex
sive details about the process of wake development and
local disappearance due to vorticity cross cancellation~i.e.,
due to close interaction among vortices of opposite stren
originating from the two different sides of the cylinder! are
presented in the next section.

It may be noted that while the presently simulated ove
flow structure remained very much consistent with the fin
ings of Mason and Morton@7#, the downstream vortex shed
3-9
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FIG. 11. ~Color! Three-
dimensional view of the flow evo-
lution pattern revealing the down
stream vorticity cancellation and
local disappearance of the wake
t520, Re5300.
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FIG. 12. Three-dimensional flow evolution pattern revealing
process of downstream vorticity cancellation and local disapp
ance of the wake att520, Re5300.
05630
ding was not observed by them. This is because of the lo
values of Reynolds number used by Mason and Morton@7#,
as they opted to establish a guideline for the steady flo
Another important feature of these flows worth mentioni
here is that, in our recent study of a square jet in a cross fl
the vortices were observed to originate either from the
shear layer or from the cross-flow boundary layer. Su
sources of vorticity production around a round jet have a
been experimentally confirmed by Fric and Roshko@19#. In-
terestingly, vortices around a wall-mounted obstacle are
served to evolve from the surface shear layers. In addit
the topological flow evolution pattern from the flat wall~e.g.,
Fig. 4! just downstream of the cylinder facilitates the form
tion of two spiraling nodes~foci!. These are the places from
where the accumulated boundary layer vortices spiral in
subsequently lift themselves away from the bottom chan
surface~Fig. 7! in the form of tornadolike upright vortices to
finally join the far-wall downstream wake. Note that the d
velopment of such upright vortices from the spiraling critic
points ~foci! on the channel floor has been both experime
tally ~e.g., Fric and Roshko@19# and Kelsoet al. @20#! and
computationally~Sauet al. @18#! confirmed behind a jet in a
cross flow. The striking difference for the flow over a wa
mounted cylinder is that here we observed the formation
only one pair of such upright vortices, whereas the topolo
cal separation pattern behind a jet allowed the growth o
least two such pairs of~upright! vortices~Sauet al. @18# and
Fric and Roshko@19#!. Of course, no vortex shedding ap
pears behind a jet in a cross flow.
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B. Disappearance of wake

In order to better understand the flow physics and dem
strate the analogy of the present findings with the exist
literature ~e.g., Mason and Morton@7#!, at this point it is
important that here we present the detailed vorticity dyna
ics and the vortex-wall interaction process around the cy
der. Figures 8 and 9 present the transverse sectional vie
the wake and the near-wall interaction of the vortical str
tures through different streamwise stations att520 and for
Re5300. The streamline pattern along the front half of t
cylinder reveals that the flow is mostly accelerated upw
and outward as it is diverted around the obstacle. The s
layers on the bottom half of the cylinder are seen to
deflected laterally downward~Fig. 8! at x520.4 and spread
over the flat bottom wall. The uniform vertical flow along th
upstream cylinder surface is presumably the result of exc
thickening of the Blasius boundary layer. As we move on
the central section (x50) of the obstacle, the shear lay
thickening is seen to become more prominent. It is import
to note that on the transverse vertical plane (x50) through
the axis of the cylinder, the folding of the lateral shear lay
has led to the inception of a pair of streamwise vortices n
the flat wall z50. Notably, these vortices are neither t

FIG. 13. Three-dimensional view of the flow evolution patte
revealing the downstream vorticity cancellation and the local dis
pearance of the wake att520, Re5225.

FIG. 14. Three-dimensional flow evolution pattern revealing
process of vorticity cancellation and local disappearance of
wake att514, Re5500.
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downstream tails of the horseshoe vortex, nor the streamw
extensions of any other upstream vortex. On the other ha
the second pair of symmetrically placed vortices, which
observed to form away from the cylinder surfaces and pla
slightly above the bottom plane, is actually the downstre
extensions of the horseshoe vortex tails. Moreover, sectio
streamline patterns through different transverse planes~Figs.
8 and 9! suggest the spontaneous generation of the stre
wise vortices and the shear layer rollers behind the cylind
which remained extended far downstream. Here it is imp
tant to mention that the generation mechanism of the cen
pair of vortices, which are observed to originate near
minor ~y! axis ends of the cylinder base section onz50 from
the laterally folded shear layer, is in a sense similar to
vortices that evolved as the counter-rotating vortex pairs
the bent-over jet in a cross flow~e.g., Kelsoet al. @20# and
Yuan et al. @27#!.

Figure 8 also displays the gradual intensification in t
generation of near-wall wake vortices and the process of
tual vortex-vortex and vortex-surface interactions with
0.0<x<2.0. Remarkably, in the range 3<x<4 a significant
disappearance of the near-wall wake interaction is obser
and atx54 we encounter the existence of only one mus
roomlike floating vortical structure~Fig. 9!, near the central
channel section, which has already left the flat wall. Tw
other pairs of distant eddies, however, exist onx54, but they
are essentially the extended tails of the two upstream ho
shoe vortices. Notably, soon after the near-wall wake loca
disappeared, the far-field flow evolution pattern was seen
change from its upstream monopolar to its downstream
polar form. Such a flow evolution process~as will be shown
later! became more prominent at a higher Reynolds num
and remains consistent with the predictions made by H
and Eames@10#. Notably, forx>5 we observe that the nea
wall vortical wake development gradually gains momentu
again, and it is enhanced with downstream distance. H
ever, it may be carefully noted that the nature of circulati
of the near-wall central eddies~which are symmetrically
placed around the vertical central line! appears to be opposit
for 0<x<2 and 6<x<8. Notably, the near-wall flow topol-
ogy as depicted in Fig. 4 indicates the formation of a pair
symmetrically placed saddles nearx54 and a node on the
vertical plane of symmetry (y50), which may be better
viewed in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the significant near-wall wa
disappearance in the region 3<x<4 ~Figs. 8 and 9! is seen
to remain closely associated with convergence of the limit
streamlines and the local contraction of the wake~Fig. 4!
nearx54. Such structural evolution of the near-wall wak
was encountered during the entire course of time evolut
The local flow acceleration in opposite directions around
line of symmetry (y50,z50) ~Fig. 4!, in the presence of the
node on the vertical symmetry plane~Fig. 2!, presumably
induces vorticity cancellation within 3<x<4 and helps to
generate streamwise vortices of opposite sense in the
stream and downstream~Fig. 10! regions. The near-wall fluid
particles behind the cylinder are seen~Figs. 4 and 5! to turn
around and move upstream~along the line of symmetry!
through the saddles, and eventually form a pair of spiral
foci near the downstream edge of the cylinder. The flu

-

e
e
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FIG. 15. Unsteady eruption o
shear layer structures at differen
streamwise stations for Re5500
and t514.0.-
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particles that fall outside this loop experience smooth dow
stream passage beyond the saddles. Importantly, these
ings remain consistent with the predictions recently made
Hunt and Eames@10# and the critical nature of the associat
flow as sketched by them in their Fig. 1. We guess the s
den change in flow pattern around the saddles~which are
also points of local pressure maxima! may be responsible fo
the local disappearance of the wake in the region. Since
developed far-wake flow behavior maintained its predo
nantly unsteady characteristics, here it is important to m
tion that a very similar process~as observed in Figs. 8 and 9!
of eruption of the near-wall wake vortices and their disa
pearance within 3<x<4 was observed to take place at eve
instant of time, but the lack of space restricts us from p
senting those in further detail. Furthermore, as will be sho
later ~e.g., Fig. 15! a similar process of local near-wall wak
annihilation through vorticity cross cancellation is expe
enced at a higher Reynolds number Re5500 also.

In order to gain better insight into the phenomenon
wake disappearance it is important that here we explore
three-dimensional details of the physical flow evolution p
cess. It may be noted once again from Fig. 9 that at
05630
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5300 andt520, significant reduction of the near-wall wak
vortices appears in the range 3<x<4, where streamlines
spiral into relatively few symmetrically placed far-wall vo
tical structures. Our interest is to investigate both upstre
and downstream evolutional details of the streamlines wh
pass through these symmetrically placed far-wall vorti
cores. In Fig. 11 we have depicted streamlines pass
through all the vortical cores that remained present onx
53.5 ~Fig. 8!, and different colors are assigned to th
streamlines to demonstrate the fact that they pass throu
pair of such symmetrically formed vortical cores. Notab
the streamlines~of a particular color! passing through one
side of the cylinder possess vorticity of opposite nature w
respect to those passing through the other side of the cy
der. It is important to note~Fig. 11! that in the near wake o
the cylinder a very complex and chaotic interaction of the
streamlines takes place, suggesting close three-dimens
interaction of various supporting vortices of oppos
strength. After a series of such complex interactions, lead
to mutual annihilation of the supporting vortices, the strea
lines with different origins are seen to merge together~or at
3-12
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FIG. 16. ~a! Arrangement of
near-wall critical points on z
50.01 around the cylinder att
514 and Re5500. ~b! Sectional
view of the wake structure onz
51 for Re5500 andt514.
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least get fairly close! at the far end of Fig. 11. Such finding
are consistent with the streamline behavior we encounte
at x54 in Fig. 9. The recirculating vortices that formed
the bottom corner regions~Figs. 8 and 9! are in fact the
extended tails of the two horseshoe vortices~Figs. 3 and 11!.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the extended tails
the horseshoe vortices did not join the vorticity interacti
process, and even at a far downstream location they reta
their noninterfering identity with respect to the core vortice
Here we may recall that Mason and Morton@7# in their study
also postulated that the horseshoe vortices do not ge
volved in the vorticity interaction process. In order to furth
reveal the wake development process beyondx54.5, in Fig.
12 we depict the evolutional details of the streamlines pa
05630
ed

f

ed
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ing through the vortical cores onx54.5 that may be viewed
from Fig. 9. Notably, as in Fig. 11, the streamlines in Fig.
display their very chaotic mutual interaction in the near wa
~within about three cylinder diameters downstream!. Then,
between the far wake and the near wake significant can
lation of the vortices and contraction of the wake appe
before they spread again. Notably, a combined view of
sectional wake behavior for 3<x<4 ~Figs. 8 and 9! and the
channel floor flow topology~Fig. 4!, together with the de-
picted vorticity annihilation as presented in Fig. 12, sugg
that during the course of flow evolution the phenomenon
wake disappearance remains intrinsically associated with
local contraction~see also Fig. 7!. The dominance of the
transverse pressure gradient between the near wake an
3-13
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FIG. 17. Vortical flow evolu-
tion pattern through the vertica
plane of symmetry (y50) for Re
5500 andt514.
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far wake, which essentially is maximum across the dow
stream saddles~Fig. 4!, is believed to force such a contra
tion of the wake. At this point readers may refer to the rec
work of Hunt and Eames@10#, where the authors also pre
dicted that the phenomenon of wake disappearance sh
remain closely connected with the local contraction of
streamlines. In Fig. 13 we demonstrate the process of stre
wise wake annihilation att520 and Re5225. Here the de-
picted streamlines~Fig. 13! pass through the four differen
symmetrically placed vortical cores that developed on
plane x53.5. It may be clearly noted that the streamlin
originating from one side of the cylinder possess vorticity
opposite nature with respect to those issuing from the o
side. Interestingly, as in the previous cases, here also
wake vortices are observed to get diffused significantly
some downstream location, due to mutual interaction of
governing streamlines~possessing vorticity of opposite sign!.
However, the relatively lower value of the Reynolds numb
(Re5225) used in this case apparently delays the co
sponding wake annihilation. To further demonstrate
physical process of vorticity cancellation and the flo
mechanism leading to local wake disappearance, in Fig
we depict the streamlines, for Re5500 and t514, which
pass through the vortical cores overx52.5 ~Fig. 15!. Nota-
bly, in this case also the observed complex interaction p
cess of these streamlines~possessing vorticity of opposit
strength! leads to the significant cancellation~Fig. 14! of the
near wake behind the cylinder. Moreover, at about two c
inder diameters downstream a remarkable contraction of
near wake appears, where vortices of different origins me
together upon losing their strength. Thereafter, the wak
seen to spread again along the channel floor. Here it is
portant to note that the sectional view of the wake as p
sented in Fig. 15 also reveal the notable reduction in
near-wall wake within 2.5<x<3 and its continued spreadin
beyondx54.5. Furthermore, the corresponding flow topo
ogy depicted in Fig. 16~a! also demonstrates the locally co
tracting behavior of the wake within 2.5<x<3.5. At this
point we may mention that, despite the fact that the is
investigated is quite complex and difficult to demonstr
physically, the findings from the present simulation rem
very much consistent with the recent predictions on the to
as made by Hunt and Eames@10#.
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C. Influence of Reynolds number

Figure 17 reveals the flow evolution details on the verti
symmetry plane (y50) for Re5500. First, it may be noted
that the center of the horseshoe vortex at this increased R
nolds number has moved significantly upstream. Second
entire downstream wake on the symmetry plane~Fig. 17! is
seen to become compressed and move closer to the cylin
including the near-wall downstream node~which is now seen
to form nearx53.6). As a result, the downstream part of th
cylinder in this case experiences far more impact from
unsteady wake vortices. Moreover, at Re5500, the observed
@Fig. 16~a!# distortion in the downstream channel floor flo
topology ~which continues to vary continuously with time!
suggests the possible occurrence of symmetry breaking
bifurcation behind the cylinder and demonstrates the
near-wall features of the flow, which contributes to the d
velopment of truly asymmetric and unsteady far-wall flo
@Fig. 16~b!#. As far as eruption of the downstream floor she
layer is concerned, Fig. 15 indicates that the process
already been initiated with the random generation of
mushroomlike vortical structures from the downstrea
boundary layer. The erupted floor shear layer at this
creased Reynolds number evolves in a rapidly grow
asymmetric~Fig. 15! manner, partly due to local dominanc
of the strong transverse flow and because of enhanced
steady vortex-surface interaction in the region. Notably,
observed random growth~Fig. 15! of these mushroomlike
structures from the downstream floor shear layer is remi
cent of recent experimental findings of Seal and Smith@6#
~as presented in their Fig. 7! and Wallace and Balint@29#,
revealing the eruption and bursting phenomena involv
Further investigation of the detailed flow transition process
in progress and intended to be addressed in another wo

D. Concluding remarks

In the present study, three-dimensional flow evoluti
through a surface-mounted square cylinder has been s
lated numerically. While near the upstream part the flo
boundary layer vortices are observed to get deflected la
ally upon encountering the cylinder and separate in the fo
of a pair of horseshoe vortices, their downstream exten
tails are found to contribute vortices in the far wake. T
3-14
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INTERACTION OF TRAILING VORTICES IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056303 ~2003!
developed flow is also seen to separate from the top and
lateral surfaces of the cylinder through several topologica
important critical points. The vortices originating from th
lower part of the lateral cylinder surfaces are seen to le
the surface and extend far downstream, and contrib
streamwise vorticity in the near-wall wake. Because of
sharp pressure difference generated along the cylinder ed
the approaching flow generates additional streamwise v
ces along the front edges of the cylinder, which are ess
tially of opposite nature to that of the upstream vortices~Fig.
10!. These vortices gain momentum with streamwise d
tance and later become the dominant streamwise vorti
Due to the presence of strong transverse flow in the n
wake, the streamwise extended vortices issuing from the
lateral sides of the cylinder~which usually possess vorticitie
of opposite sign! are seen to become compressed and m
closer at a downstream location, and while interacting w
each other they are observed to get annihilated due to vo
ity cross cancellation. Such vorticity cancellation causes
cal vanishing of the near-wall wake at about three cylin
diameters downstream. With temporal evolution the dow
stream wake interaction process continued to vary with t
and, as a consequence, the location of near-wall wake di
pearance was also affected. Interestingly, the location
id
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wake disappearance in all the cases investigated~e.g., flow
with different Reynolds number and at different times! was
seen to remain closely associated with the local contrac
of the wake and the convergence of the instantane
streamlines on both sides of the downstream saddles~e.g.,
Figs. 4 and 5!. Moreover, after local disappearance of t
wake, the nature of the shear layer eruption pattern chan
from the upstream monopolar to downstream dipolar fo
~Figs. 8 and 9!. At a higher Reynolds number (Re5500), a
very significant temporal distortion in the channel floor flo
topology is observed to take place, leading to violent a
random eruption of the downstream floor shear layer. Imp
tantly, the near wake in this case became quite compre
and moved closer to the cylinder, and the corresponding p
cess of vorticity cancellation and local wake disappeara
were observed to take place at a relatively short dista
downstream.
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